Membership benefits

The Value of Membership

Take a look at just a few of the benefits AMA membership offers then assign a value to each one. If the number is greater than the cost of your dues, membership in AMA is a good value for you.

Our community

AMA Expo West 2018 Coverage

AMA Expo West, presented by Ready Made RC, took place last weekend and will be coming back in November 2018! Take a look at Model Aviation’s coverage of the show with AMA Expo Express, sponsored by MotionRC!

New Products

E-flite PT-17 1.1m BNF

In this video, Model Aviation contributor Terry Dunn gives us a thorough review of E-flite’s new semiscale PT-17!

Technical

Stabilization Systems and How They Work

Many of today’s RC facets can be impossible to fly without their complex stabilization systems. Let’s look at how this happened and how stabilization works.

How-to

Add Auto Incidence on a Free Flight Tip-launched Glider

The gravity trigger was conceived in 1989, and uses gravity, inertia, leverage, friction, tension, and centrifugal force to control the decalage of a tip-launched glider.